
Tenex

 The most consistently accurate .22 cartridge on the market.

 Benefiting from advanced production techniques and a revolutionary bullet shape, Tenex sets
the standard by which all other target ammunition is judged.

 Olympic standard, medal winning, premium quality cartridges used by experienced club
shooters.

Tenex has a revolutionary bullet shape proven to give optimum performance. Computer controlled
visual inspection of each individual bullet and a rigid system of statistical process controls ensures that
consistent standards are maintained at every stage of production. Its temperature controlled lubrication
system ensures totally consistent chambering and barrel protection.

Extensive testing of production quality test samples in our sophisticated test range measures actual
performance to an advanced level of accuracy –setting new standards in performance measurements.
Only after it has passed an extensive series of quality checks do we approve the cartridge for release
with the Tenex name.

2008 Product Range

Rifle Pistol Semi
Auto

Hunting RATING NEW Replacing

• •

Olympic
Standard

Tenex Tenex Ultimate EPS

Ballistic data

Bullet weight: Profile: Lubricant:
2.59 grams Flat Nose Beeswax Tallow
40 grains

Velocity: Energy:
Muzzle: 331 (m/sec) 1085 (ft/sec) Muzzle: 14.5 (Kg.m) 105 (ft.lb)
50m /50yds: 303 (m/sec) 994 (ft/sec) 50m /50 yds: 12.1 (Kg.m) 88 (ft.lb)
91m /100 yds: 285 (m/sec) 935 (ft/sec) 91m /100 yds: 10.7 (Kg.m) 78 (ft.lb)



Unique air conditioned priming
facility gives a 75%
improvement in the spread of
primer weights compared to
any other manufacturer.

A new lead forming
process applies
enhanced stability to
each bullet.

The mouth of each individual case is trimmed flat
to ensure the bullet is always seated perfectly.
Exacting crimping standards ensure optimum
pull-out force round to round.

The quality of propellant is
measured electronically for
each individual cartridge to
guarantee consistent
powder weight and
constant velocity within
every batch

High tech inspection of the
critical heel area ensures that
every bullet is perfect

Eley’s temperature controlled
lubrication system provides
optimum chambering and
barrel lubrication, shot after
shot.

The revolutionary flat
nose bullet shape
(patented) provides
advanced flight and
ballistic characteristics in
all conditions.

ELEY TENEX
THE MOST CONSISTENTLY ACCURATE .22 CALIBRE CARTRIDGE IN THE
WORLD


